Uniweld Products, Inc. Participates In The Schweissen and Schneiden Trade Fair In Dusseldorf, Germany

Uniweld was one of many exhibitors at the Schweissen and Schneiden Trade Fair from October 25-29, in Dusseldorf, Germany

Dusseldorf, Germany (PRWEB) October 12, 2017 -- Uniweld exhibited at the Schweissen and Schneiden trade fair, which was held from October 25 – 29 in Dusseldorf, Germany. The event is held every 4 years and is organized by Messe Essen and the German Welding Society (DVS). This year’s event had a different twist to it, since the event is traditionally held in Essen, Germany, however due to renovations at the Essen exhibition center, the 2017 edition was held in Dusseldorf. In 2021, the event will return to its home town in Essen, Germany.

Richard Apodaca, Director – International stated, “Schweissen and Schneiden is among the largest exhibition in the industry. Key personnel from all fields involved in the metal industry come to Schweissen and Schneiden to learn about the latest innovations.” Uniweld’s pop art design attracted technicians to the Uniweld stand. Visitors from around the globe expressed interest in a variety of products exhibited by Uniweld, be it something as simple as Uniweld’s tip cleaners, to the newly introduced trigger torch. Uniweld tip cleaners are in a hinged aluminum case and are made of rustproof stainless steel wire. The spiral rolled formed tip cleaners ensures their longevity. Attention to the tip cleaners was increased, as this is one of the prizes given to attendees that participated in a golf game with Uniweld’s Cutter Putter.

Uniweld’s trigger torch made its debut, which provides a lock on trigger for oxygen and push off trigger for release. This significantly reduces fatigue during continuous cutting applications. The trigger torch series 30ATT is available in standard lengths of 13” (330 mm), 21” (533 mm), 36” (914 mm) and 48” (1,219 mm) and offers a cutting capacity of up to 12” (305 mm). Custom lengths are also available. Most importantly, Uniweld’s trigger torch utilizes tip mix technology which ensures maximum safety to the technician against flashbacks. The safety aspect of the trigger torch was a key concern to those visiting Uniweld’s stand.

Uniweld Products, Inc. has manufactured quality welding and cutting equipment at its factory located in Fort Lauderdale, Florida U.S.A. since 1949. Refrigeration manifolds & hoses, vacuum pumps, tubing tools, nitrogen kits, cutting torches, welding handles, cutting attachments, pressure regulators, pressure gauges, cutting tips and welding tips are among the products manufactured at Uniweld's factory in Fort Lauderdale. Uniweld... "Quality Tools That Go To Work With You®."
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